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Econometrica, Vol. 50, No. 3 (May, 1982) 

SELECTION AND THE EVOLUTION OF INDUSTRY 

BY BOYAN JOVANOVIC1 

Recent evidence shows that within an industry, smaller firms grow faster and are more 
likely to fail than large firms. This paper provides a theory of selection with incomplete 
information that is consistent with these and other findings. Firms learn about their 
efficiency as they operate in the industry. The efficient grow and survive; the inefficient 
decline and fail. A perfect foresight equilibrium is proved by means of showing that it is a 
unique maximum to discounted net surplus. The maximization problem is not standard, 
and some mathematical results might be of independent interest. 

1. THEORY AND EVIDENCE ON THE GROWTH AND SURVIVAL OF FIRMS 

Do SMALL FIRMS grow faster than large firms? Are they less likely to survive? 
Early studies found no relation between the size of firms and their growth rates 
[8, 14, 16]. The growth of firms seemed to be proportional to their size. In later 
work, adjustment costs with constant returns to scale were shown to imply that 
firms should grow in proportion to their size [10, 11]. 

Recent evidence from larger samples tells a different story. Mansfield [13] 
finds that smaller firms have higher and more variable growth rates. Du Rietz [6], 
in a sample of Swedish firms, again finds that smaller firms grow faster, and that 
they are less likely to survive [6,8,13]. These findings conflict with the adjust- 
ment costs theory in which all firms grow at the same rate, and in which failure 
does not happen. 

To explain these deviations from the proportional growth law, I propose a 
theory of "noisy" selection. Efficient firms grow and survive; inefficient firms 
decline and fail. Firms differ in size not because of the fixity of capital, but 
because some discover that they are more efficient than others. The model gives 
rise to entry, growth, and exit behavior that agrees, broadly, with the evidence. 

The model also agrees with some more tentative findings. First, firm size and 
concentration seem to be positively related to rates of return.2 Second, the 
correlation over time of rates of return is higher for larger firms and in the 
concentrated industries [15, 17]. Third, the variability of rates of return at a point 
in time is higher in the concentrated industries [17]. Finally, higher concentration 
is associated with higher profits for the larger firms, but not for the smaller firms 
[4]. 

Enduring differences in size and in growth are no doubt caused in part by the 
fixity of capital. This paper shows, I think, that selection matters too. 

'The original draft is dated December, 1979. I would like to thank Carl Futia, Roy Radner, and 
Ed Green for helpful discussion. 

2Weiss [181 summarizes a number of studies that report this finding. Two exceptions are Stigler 
[171 who found no relation and Samuels and Smyth [151 who found a negative relation. 
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2. A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 

The model deals with a small industry to which factors are supplied at a 
constant price. The product is homogeneous and the time-path of the demand for 
the product is deterministic and known. 

Costs are random, and different among firms. For each firm, the mean of its 
costs may be thought of as the firm's "true cost." The distribution of true costs 
among the potential firms is known to all, but no firm knows what its true cost is. 
All firms have the same prior beliefs, and each firm regards itself as a random 
draw from the population distribution of true costs. This "prior" distribution is 
then updated as evidence comes in. 

If the firm has low true costs, it is likely that the evidence will be favorable, 
and the firm will survive. If its costs are high and the evidence adverse, the firm 
may not wait too long before withdrawing from the industry. 

The number of firms in the industry is always infinite-each firm is of measure 
zero so that it is too small to affect price. With uncertainty at the individual level 
but with no aggregate uncertainty, the path of output prices is deterministic and 
is assumed to be self-fulfilling in equilibrium. 

Firms and potential entrants know the entire equilibrium price sequence, and 
based on it, they make entry, production, and exit decisions. A one-time entry 
cost is borne at the time of entry. Thereafter, only production costs are incurred. 
In equilibrium, the net present value of entry cannot be positive, for if it were, 
more firms would enter. 

In the next section, the model is presented, and the firm's optimization 
problem is defined. Some of the properties of the model then become clear. 
Figure 1 portrays them concisely: efficient firms grow and survive; the inefficient 
decline and fail. Toward the end of the section, results are described which are 
obtained in the later, mathematical sections of the paper. The implications are 

FIRM 
OUTPUT SURVIVOR 

*'FAILURE 
q [Pt Ir(t -r, t ;p)] 

T ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t 
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compared to the empirical evidence. The perfect foresight equilibrium is defined 
in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to proving that equilibrium exists, is unique, 
and is, in a sense, socially optimal. The proof involves showing that equilibrium 
coincides with the unique maximum of the discounted sum of consumer plus 
producer surplus. Two theorems that describe the equilibrium appear in Section 
6, and some of the longer proofs are contained in the Appendix. 

A curious feature of the paper is that proofs of "obvious" results are compli- 
cated. The reader may be eager-on the first reading at least-to take such 
results on trust. So, the remainder of the paper is arranged into two distinct parts. 
The next section contains a discussion of all the results. If the reader is not 
interested in the mathematics, he can stop there, for the discussion is self- 
contained. Sections 4 and beyond are devoted to the formal development, which 
is interesting in its own right. Proving that equilibrium is a maximum is not new, 
of course. But the problem of maximizing discounted surplus here does not fit a 
regular mold. Similar problems will no doubt arise again and results proved here 
could then be useful. A description of the nature of the problem being solved and 
of how it differs from other work on stochastic optimization is contained at the 
beginning of Section 5. 

3. THE MODEL 

In an industry with a homogeneous output, firms differ in efficiency. Some are 
more efficient than others at all levels of output. Let q be the output of a firm, 
and c(q) a cost function which satisfies 

c(O) = 0, c'(O) = 0, c'(q) > 0, c"(q) > 0 and lim c'(q) = oo. 
q-->oo 

Total costs are c(qf)x, where x, is a random variable independent across firms. 
For the firm of type 9, let xt = ~(q) where ~(() is a positive, strictly increasing, 
and continuous function with lim7, -*o(q) = a1 > 0 and lim,BOOf('q,) = a2 

< oo, and where 

,= 9 + E, c,t--N(0, a2) iid. 

Firms with large values of 9 will generate larger xt's, and be less efficient at all 
levels of output. The E, are firm-specific shocks, independent over time and 
across firms. 

Among potential firms, 9 is normally distributed with mean 9 and variance a2. 

An entrant does not know his own 9, but he knows that he is a random draw 
from N(9, a,92). He also knows the variance of E,, as well as the exact form of (.) 
so that observing his own costs at t allows him to infer 7,. 

The firm is too small to affect price. It chooses q, so as to maximize expected 
profits: 

max[p,q, - c(q,)x1*] 
q' 
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where x* is the expectation of xt conditional upon information received prior to 
t. The output decision is made before x, is observed, and is denoted by q(p,/x1*). 
As one would expect, it is decreasing in x: 

(3.1) aq,- 'c" <0 and q_ 
I , cc -2 aq 

ax* X*cC/ X* X* [( ~2 Jax1* 

THE EXIT DECISION: Let W > 0 be the expected present value of the firms's 
fixed factor (its "managerial ability" or "advantageous location") if it is em- 
ployed in a different activity. The value of W is the same for all firms in the 
industry regardless of how successful they are in that industry. In other words, if the 
firm learns that it is efficient in this industry, this does not increase its estimated 
efficiency anywhere else. This assumption may seem restrictive, but it could be 
relaxed to allow for correlation in firms' efficiencies in different industries, 
without changing the nature of the results. What really matters is that if 
favorable information about a firm's costs in an industry raises its expected 
earnings in that industry by one dollar, its expected earnings elsewhere increase 
by less than a dollar. Here it is assumed that new information about 9 leaves 
expected alternative earnings unchanged. 

A cost of entry, k, is borne by the firm when it enters-the cost of establishing 
a particular location for example. And 9 might be the degree of suitability of the 
location. The firm learns about 9 with the passage of time. 

The firm has an infinite horizon and a constant discount rate, r. At time t, if 
the firm is in the industry, it will have a pair of sufficient statistics (ix, n) which 
characterize its beliefs about its parameter 9. Here n is the number of periods 
that the firm has been in the market (the age of the firm) and -1 = En 3j /n. 
These two statistics are sufficient for the posterior distribution on 9, as this 
distribution is normal [20, p. 15]. 

In spite of the infinite horizon and the constant discount rate, the present value 
of earnings will depend on t too, because the price path, { Pt)}o, treated as given 
by the firm, is in general not constant over time. Therefore, once { Pt }o is given, t 
determines where one is along the price sequence. 

Since x * = fJ((7)P0(dq I 
- 

, n), (where P0( * I - , n) is the normal posterior distri- 
bution of q, with variance which depends only on n), and since ~((7) is strictly 
increasing, x * is strictly increasing in in for each n. Therefore the pair (x *, n) is 
also a sufficient statistic. 

Let p x) ptq(pt /x) - c [ [q(pt/x)]x be the expected value of profits max- 
imized with respect to q when x* = x. For a bounded price sequence 
P--{pt}o, let V(x, n, t; p) be the value, at t, of staying in the industry for one 
period and then behaving optimally, when the information is (x, n) and when the 
price sequence is p. Then V satisfies3 

(3.2) V(x,n, t; p) = -7(pt,x) + I3fmax[ W, V(z,n + 1, t + 1; p)]P(dz I x,n). 

3In equation (3.2), P(z I x, n) is the probability that x* I < z given that x* = x, and given that the 
firm has been in the industry for n periods. 
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At entry, when the firm has only its prior information, x = xo prior mean of xt, 
and V(xo, 0, t; p) - k is the net value of entry at t. The following simple result is 
proved in the Appendix. 

THEOREM 1: (i) A unique, bounded and continuous solution for V in equation 
(3.2) exists and (ii) V is strictly decreasing in x. 

Thus firms with higher expected costs have a lower value of staying in the 
industry. Let y(n, t; p) be the level of x * at which the firm is indifferent between 
staying in the industry and leaving it. Then y(.) is the solution for x to the 
equation4 

(3.3) V(x, n, t; p) = W. 

As V is strictly decreasing in x, -y(-) is uniquely defined. Consequently, the level 
of output below which the firm will not produce (but will exit instead) is 
q[pt/y(n, t; p)]. It is drawn in Figure 1. Here T is the time at which the firm 
enters the industry, so n = t - T. For any price sequence, the boundary defines 
an "exit" region in which V < W (shaded area) and a "continuation" region, in 
which V > W. 

The firm's output sequence, q(pt/x*), is a random process which starts from 
q(pT/x0). The x* sequence is a Martingale: E(X/*+k = x,* for any k 0 [7, p. 
212]. If output remains above the shaded area, the firm stays in the industry. 
Therefore the firms that survive are larger than the firms that fail-at the point 
of failure, the firm is smaller than all surviving members of its cohort. 

The x* sequences are independent across firms. They tend to diverge, as do the 
output sequences. Each firm is of measure zero, so the number of firms is always 
infinite, and the concentration ratio always zero. But a popular measure of 
concentration is the Gini coefficient. The greater the dispersion of x* across 
firms, the greater the dispersion of firm size. At t = 0, all firms are of the same 
size, and the Gini coefficient is zero. As the x,* diverge, so do the outputs, and 
the Gini coefficient increases over time. But the increase need not be monotonic. 
And this is exactly the type of increase the Gini coefficient has exhibited at the 
economy-wide level in the U.K. [8]. 

Average profits also rise as the industry matures-at least they do if the 
equilibrium price sequence is constant (the latter possibility is the subject of 
Theorem 3 and is discussed below as well). The reason is simple. Since the 
unprofitable firms leave while profitable firms stay, the profits of the survivors as 
a group will increase so long as the price of the product does not fall. If it does 
not, profits increase with the age of the industry, as does concentration. In this 
sense then, the model predicts a positive relation between profits and concentra- 
tion. But if the equilibrium price sequence falls over time, it may offset the 
upward "selection effect" on profits, and nothing can then be said about the time 
path of profits. 

41f V < W for all x E [a1, a2j we set y = aJ, while if V > W for all x E [a1, aj2, we set y = a2 
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Why does concentration increase the profits of the large firms but not of the 
small firms? A high Gini coefficient results from high inequality in firm size in 
the industry. And the latter is caused by more inequality in efficiency. This 
means that some firms-large firms-earn higher rents. But the marginal firms- 
small firms-do not earn rents; there is no reason to expect a positive relation 
between concentration and the profits of these firms. 

As for the positive relation between concentration and the variability of profits, 
take the case where a72 = 0-all firms are equally efficient, and all are equal in 
size. The variability of profits is zero, as is the Gini coefficient. Since both profits 
and output decrease with x, there is a one-to-one relation between the relative 
dispersion in profits and in size. 

Another implication is that unusually high profits today lead to unusually high 
growth between today and tomorrow. The reason is that the firm's revision of x* 
depends on realized profits. Since g, = ptqt -c(q)x, 

t - EtzT=- c(qt)(xt-X*)- 

So if profits at t are large compared to average profits for that size of firm, it 
means that x, is unusually low. And this leads to a downward revision of 
expected marginal costs: xt* < x*. But then next period's output-and growth 
-will be higher than usual. So, high profits are transformed into high growth. Of 
course, the standard "explanation" has relied on imperfect capital markets: 
constraints on borrowing lead to higher growth for firms that can finance it 
internally. 

Fluctuations in output occur in any industry. What fraction is due to changes 
in the output of existing firms as opposed to changes-through entry or exit-in 
the number of firms? If demand changes are erratic and unforeseen, one might 
expect the existing firms to meet a large proportion of such changes. But in this 
paper, all the demand changes are foreseen. Holding constant the behavior of 
demand, a lot hinges on whether q(-) is concave in x or not (see (3.1) for the 
concavity condition). Why should this matter? Suppose for the moment that 
price is constant, say at p. Since x* is a Martingale, concavity and Jensen's 
inequality imply that Etq(p/x,*t+) < q(p3/x*). So when the output price does 
not increase, the existing firms would produce less in each successive period. This 
is only re-inforced by the reduction of output due to exit of some of the existing 
firms. So, if q( ) is concave in x, increases in demand should be met by new 
entrants. Theorem 3 proves that when demand is non-decreasing and q(*) 
concave in x, the unique equilibrium is one in which price is constant over time 
and in which entry and exit occur in every period. 

No technological progress takes place in this model. Yet it seems possible (but 
I cannot prove it) that even if demand is constantly shifting to the right, 
equilibrium price will constantly decline. Since the efficient survive while the 
inefficient fail, the average efficiency of the survivors improves from period to 
period. Convexity of q( ) in x is a necessary condition for such an equilibrium to 
occur. On the other hand, prices cannot monotonically increase, as the net value 
to entry would become positive. 
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What can be proved is that equilibrium always coincides with the unique 
maximum to the discounted consumer surplus (Theorem 2). This is not surprising 
-firms take prices as given and there are no externalities. Still, as background to 
the current work on oligopolistic entry-deterrence, it is useful to know that at 
least when numbers are large, entry-and exit-occurs neither too early nor too 
late. 

Some specialized results can also be proved. The variability of growth rates 
will be largest among the young (and therefore smaller) firms. But for mature 
firms that have survived for a long time, x* converges to a constant. Therefore, if 
growth rates are to be equal among mature firms (and there is some empirical 
basis for this: samples of large firms were used in [14 and 16]), one must have, 
for each x, 

dq =k(p) 
q dpt 

where k(pt) is some function which does not depend on firm size and is therefore 
independent of x. 

Solving this differential equation under the constraint that q is a function only 
of the ratio pt/x, 

(3.4) q(pt/x) =l[ x = 

where 8, and 8 are positive constants. This can only happen if c(q) assumes the 
Cobb-Douglas form 

c(q)=/31q132 with /2-1/6 + 1 

and with 

=1 1 + 

Since the restriction in (3.4) applies to all firms, the growth rate of any given firm 
is 

(3.5)-1 
[pt Xt+ I 

In the sections that follow, we shall not restrict the cost function to be 
Cobb-Douglas. But it is instructive to pursue further the implications of the 
existence of approximately equal expected growth rates of firms of a given 
vintage. Let zt </x1 . If (3.5) holds, a weak form of the proportional growth 
law requires that Etz? be the same for all x*. A strong form requires that the 
entire distribution of zt (conditional on information at t) be the same for all 
firms. The strong form of the law has been empirically rejected, and we now 
show that it cannot hold within the framework of this model: since the Martin- 
gale x1* has decreasing incremental variance as the precision on 9 grows, two 
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firms with the same x* but different precisions could not have the same 
distribution for zt. However, Zt can have the same distribution for firms in the 
same age cohort. Since one may write x* l = x1*(l + ut) where ut has mean zero 
due to the Martingale property, zt = 1/(1 + ut) will be identically distributed for 
each firm in the cohort so long as the distribution of ut does not depend on x1*. 
Then ~((7) may be chosen so that this property holds. Let xt - a, be log-normally 
distributed so that {(q) = a, + eTh Let O,n and v, denote the posterior mean and 
variance on 9 when n observations {n7-1 are available. Then, 

X* =a1 + exp{ 9t_ +(P +a 2)}. 

As a,1-O, 

1 -= expf( 
t l+ u x* ((t-T -t+I-T) + 2 t- Vt+ I) 

and since the distribution of t-T -9t+I-T (conditional on information available 
at t) is normal with mean zero and variance that does not depend on 1,n only on 
t - T, the variable 1/(1 + ut) does not depend on x*. 

Since the variance of uit declines as the firm becomes more mature, younger 
firms have more variability in their growth rates. They will also grow faster than 
the older firms. This follows from the convexity of x*/xt* and the application 
of Jensen's inequality: Et(x*/xI*+) > x*/EEtx* = 1. So even the weak form of 
the law cannot hold except within a single age cohort. 

The implication that smaller firms should have higher and more variable 
growth rates is in accord with evidence. But there is a selection bias in the data. 
Smaller firms are more likely to fail and the model implies (see Figure 1) that the 
firms which fail are exactly those which otherwise would have grown more 
slowly. If, as is done in practice, all failures are omitted from the sample, one 
overestimates the growth rate of small firms relative to that of large firms. The 
model implies that even if one were to eliminate this bias by an appropriate 
choice of statistical technique, the results should show a higher growth-rate for 
smaller firms. 

4. EQUILIBRIUM 

Before defining equilibrium, the industry supply and demand functions are 
defined. Let 

(4.1) 4(xlt,T;p)= Prob[x*< Y(s-T,s;;p),s = T + L,..., t-, 

and xt < min [ x, y (t - , t; p)] given x* = xo 
and given that entry occurred at T (T < t) 3. 

I is the probability that the firm which enters at T, and follows its optimal 
stopping policy, is still in the industry at t, at which time its x* < x. (Note that 
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since s runs from T + 1, immediate exist is not feasible-it is not feasible for the 
firm to exit without having spent at least one period in the industry.) Then, 

(4.2) 4(t, T; p) =_ q(pt/x)J(dx It, T; p) 

is the expected output at t of a firm of vintage T. If yT is the measure of entrants 
at time , the output of these firms at t isyT4(t, T; p). This output is deterministic, 
as each firm is of measure zero. Let Qt be the aggregate industry output at t. 
Then, the industry supply function is 

(4.3) Qt = I yT4( t, T; p)-=_Qt (P, Y) 
T=o 

where y Y{y}O is a sequence of entry. So Qt(p, y) is the industry output at t 
which results if the firms are faced with an arbitrary pair of price and entry 
sequences (p, y), and if they make optimal output and exit decisions in response 
to the price sequence p. 

A deterministic demand function D [ Q,, t] is given for each t. For each t, D() is 
strictly decreasing in Q, 

A perfect foresight equilibrium has the property that if firms and prospective 
entrants behave on the assumption that a particular price sequence will occur, 
then their behavior does in fact give rise to this price sequence. In other words, 
the equilibrium price sequence is self-fulfilling. 

DEFINITION OF EQUILIBRIUM: Equilibrium is of a pair of functions q(*) and 
I(.) that characterize optimal output and exit behavior of firms, and a pair of 

nonnegative sequences (p, y) such that for all t = 0, 1, . . .. 

(D.1) Pt = D { Q1(p,y),t}, 

V(xo,0,t;p)-k=W ifyt>O, 
(D.2) 

V(xo,0,t;p)-k<W ifyt =O, 

where Q,(p, y) is defined in (4.3). 
Condition D. 1 expresses the self-fulfilling property of the equilibrium price 

sequence. Condition D.2 states that at each t, the net present value to entry 
cannot be positive, for if it were, more firms would enter, so that this could not 
be an equilibrium. The value to entry may be negative in some of the periods, in 
which case no firm would enter. 

5. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS, AND OPTIMALITY OF EQUILIBRIUM 

We prove the existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium by showing that it is 
a unique maximum to a particular functional-the discounted consumer plus 
producer surplus. The equilibrium is an optimum in this sense. 
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Before plunging into the algebra, let us review the elements of the argument. A 
benevolent planner chooses an industry output sequence { Qt)} Q so as to 
maximize the discounted sum of surplus. He has exactly the same amount of 
information as is collectively available to firms. He assigns the entry and exit in 
each time period, as well as the output of each firm. The benevolent planner is 
concerned only with one industry and shadow prices in other industries are held 
constant both through time and with respect to the industry output level. 

One possible approach could have been to use dynamic programming. But the 
state space is too large here: a firm is characterized by its expected cost and its 
age (this is the basis for (3.1)) while the industry is described by a measure over 
(x*, n)-the measure of firms, at t, with those characteristics. Because of the 
dimensionality of the state space, we take the route of direct optimization subject 
to constraints. There are problems with this approach too, because the horizon is 
infinite. The constraint space is C., and linear functionals in the dual of C. do 
not assume a simple form (see (5.8)). The key result is in Lemma 5 (which is 
probably of independent interest) where it is shown that-essentially because of 
discounting-the class of linear functionals in the dual of C. can be reduced to a 
"manageable" subclass. 

The cheapest way (for the planner) of producing an aggregate output sequence 
Q, is defined as K( Q). The hard part of the proof is showing that K( Q) is 

well-defined (Lemma 2), convex, and differentiable (Lemma 7). 
Having established the relevant properties of K( Q), we proceed to compare 

the necessary conditions for S( Q) to be at a maximum, with the necessary 
conditions for the actions of firms to be optimal in the perfect foresight 
equilibrium. This comparison turns out to be easier if an alternative representa- 
tion for the value of entry is used. This representation is derived (at the outset) in 
equation (5.2). We now proceed with the analysis. 

In view of equation (4.1), another representation for the value of entry at 
T, V(X0,O,T; p) is 

00 

(5.1) V(X0, O, ; p) = P t' Cfa27T(pt , x)(dxI t, ; p) 
t= - 

oo 

+ E T'W{ (*x2l t - 1, ; p) - *(af2l t,T; p)} 
t = T 

because the expression in curly brackets is just the probability of exit exactly at t. 
(Here we define I(a2I T- 1,T; p)= 1.) Writing 4t-=w I(a2lIt,T;p) (since a2,T, 

andp are fixed), the second part of equation (5.1) may be written as 

00 - 00 00 

w E P t-T(+ - Atl = 
t 

T E p 
t = Tt = Tt=T 

= - (1 - I)W E t'-Tt+ W 
t = T 
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(because 4',- = 1). Therefore, 

00 

(5.2) V(X0,O,T; P) = W+ E I3t-Ta2[ 7T(pt, x)-(1 - 3 ) W] (dx It, T; p). 
t = T 

(The intuition here is that (1 - 3) W is the per-unit time expected foregone 
income for the firm while it is in the industry.) 

Now let y _{ yt} be a particular sequence bounded above by a2 and below 
by a1x. Any such sequence y represents a feasible exit policy. Let r be the set of 
all such sequences. That is, 

r = {Y eyt [ai,a2], t = 1, ** 

Then, analogously to equation (4.1), for any y E F, let 

(X t,T)= Prob[x* 5 sS= T+ 1, ..., t, and x <min(x,yt,) 

given x, = xo and entry occurred at T]. 

A 

In words, 5'(.) is the distribution of x at t (for vintage- T firms) if they follow 
the feasible policy characterized by y. 

LEMMA 1: The density 4y(x I t, T) = a*Iy (X I t, T)/ax exists for all y, and t > T, 

and any x E (a1, a2). Furthermore, i is differentiable in each element, YJ, of the 
sequence -y, for all j 2 1. 

PROOF: Contained in the Appendix. 

Now let y(p,-r) {-y(t- ,t; p)}'-?0 [the latter is defined in (3.3)]. Then 
y(p,-r)E F. Therefore *XI'(x t,; p) [defined in (4.1)] has density 4(x t,; p). 

Then 4{(x I t, T; p) is the solution to the problem 

(5.3) max{W+ $ 8t Ta[7 (px) -(1- 13)W] 4(x t,T)dX 
-y E_F t = a1T 

because the optimal "cutoff" sequence -y(p, T) is contained in F. Of course, 
4(x I t,T ; p) = 41Y(P,T) (x I t, T). Writing 'yj(p, -) for the jth member of the optimal 
sequence, since -yj(p, T) E [a1, a2] the necessary conditions for optimality may be 
written for j = 1, .. .. 

(5.4) { E t3tf [7T(pt x) -(I /3)W] a? (X I t, T; p) dx} 

X [-yj- yj(pT)] < 0 

for all yj E [a,, a22] 
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Let Q ={ Qt})0? be a bounded output sequence. Let e. denote the set of 
bounded infinite sequences. We now define the social benefit functional S: eOO 
-*R as 

00 

(5.5) S( Q) = Pt , 'X D(z,t)dz- K( Q) 

where K: Co-* R is the present value of the minimized cost of producing the 
output sequence Q. 

The problem of attaining K( Q) will be referred to as the "planner's cost 
minimization problem." We shall assume that the planner possesses all of the 
information available to each firm. He chooses an entry sequence5 y-Yt o, 

E A,, where A =-{y: : < y, < y,, where L 09y < oo ), and for firms of vintage 
T he chooses an exit policy y(T) { fyj(T)}7-l E r. Finally he assigns a nonnega- 
tive output level q(x, t) to a firm which at t has x, *x. Let A2 ={q(x,t):each 
t and x E [a,, a2], 0? (x, t) < b(x), with b(x) Lebesgue integrable). By 
Tychonoff's theorem on product spaces, A1, F, and A2 are compact sets in their 
product topology. Let Fr = r x x , and let y -{y(T)})'0, so that 
-y ?I. Similarly, let A j=A XA x A , and let q-q t)) 0, so that 

q E A2 . Finally let s q(y,y,q) EE A I X F x A2 -Q. Again, 02 is a product of 
compact spaces and is therefore compact in its product topology. Then one may 
write 

K(Q) = inf f(s) subject to G,(s, Q,) <0 

for t = 0,1, . . ., where 

f(s) =~/'{ j At ' a2(C[ (X,t)]X + (1 -8)W)4Y(T)(x t,A)dx 
t=O T=fO 

+ ky, } 

5The restriction that Ey, be bounded is stated for analytical convenience. The optimal entry 
sequence is bounded because at the optimum one must have G, = 0 for all t. For if G, < 0, the 
planner could reduce g(x, t) for some firms, thereby reducing f without violating any of the 
constraints. Rewriting G, as - ' =oyT4((t, T) + Qt < 0, one then has that Z .,.OyTf(t, T) is bounded 
because Q, is bounded. Then, if Etyf did not converge, one would have output per entrant 

t 
A 

+ y 

lim =0 
1-400 XrTY 

(t> T) E T, 

for every T < oo, which cannot be optimal. It is of relevance, however, that one may have entry at 
each point in time (y, > 0 each t) while 2??y, < oo. In fact, this may well happen in equilibrium 
(Theorem 3). 
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and where 

G1(s, Qt)= - 
2 AiX, tL Gt (s, Qt ) = taq (x1)y(T)x I t, T)dx + Qt 

3-0 It 

so that f: a -* R ' and G, : 2 x eO -* R '. The meaning of the constraint G1(s, Q1) 
< 0 is that the planner is required to produce no less than the target output Qt at 
t. This constraint holds at each t. 

Let G(s, Q) {_ G1(s, Qt)} o. Since G, is bounded (uniformly in t), G: sa x f,, 
- e0. The constraint may then be written as G(s, Q) < 0. 

LEMMA 2: There exists a constrained minimum for f on S1. 

PROOF: Contained in the Appendix. 

Simplifying the notation slightly, we write G(s) < 0 for the constraint, drop- 
ping Q from the notation. We now define the Gateaux differentials Sf(so, sI) 
= df[so + a (sI - so)]/da and SG(so,s ) = dG[so + a (sI - so)]/da for so,s , E U2. 
They are differentials at the point so, with increment (s1 - so). We have 3f: S2 
- R and SG: A - EC.. Since 02 is convex, the point so + a(so- so)(= (1 -)so + 

as,) E -2 for all a E [0, 1]. 

DEFINITION: A point so E S is said to be a regular point of the inequality 
G(s) < 0 if G(so) < 0 and there exists a point s1 E e2 such that G(so) + SG(so,s ) 
< 0 [12, p. 248]. The inequality is strict at each coordinate, i.e., G1(so) + SG, 
* (so,s ) < 0 for each t. 

LEMMA 3: Let f(so) = min f(s) subject to G(s) < 0. Then, if Q, > 0 (each t), so 
is a regular point. 

PROOF: Contained in the Appendix. Of course, the condition that the maxi- 
mum occurs at a regular point is the analogue of the Kuhn-Tucker constraint 
qualification in the finite dimensional case. 

Let P be the positive cone of eO. Then P contains an interior point (any 
bounded, strictly positive sequence which is bounded away from zero is an 
interior point of P). Let e* be the dual space of F., that is, the space of bounded 
linear functionals on e.. Let X E e* be a particular functional. Its value at the 
point z E Coo will be denoted by X(z). We then have the following lemma. 

LEMMA 4: If so minimizes f on S2 subject to G(s) <0, then there exists a 
functional X* E e* such that if Q > 0, 

(5.6) af(so; s) + X*[8G(so; s)] ? 0 for all s E- i 
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and such that X* > 0 and 

(5.7) X* [ G(sO) ] = 0. 

PROOF: [12, pp. 249-250]: (His proof relies on so being regular (and this we 
have established in Lemma 3) and on the interior point property of P.) 

We now proceed to characterize X*. Since X* E C*,, it is representable in the 
following way: for any sequence 7q G eoo 

00 

(5.8) X*(-q) = X*+ +r dX* 
t =O 

where A* is a bounded and purely finitely additive measure on the set of all 
possible subsets of the positive integers [9, p. 870; 19, p. 52] and where 

X,*I < 0. The purely finitely additive property implies f q dX* = 0 for all 
'q e L., such that only finitely many elements of the sequence -q are nonzero. We 
now prove that X4* > 0 (each t) and that f'q dX* = 0, for all C. e 

At the optimal solution, so, G, (so) = 0. For if G,(so) < 0, one could reduce f by 
reducing qo(x, t) (for t only) on a set of positive measure without violating the 
constraint at t, and leaving all the other contraints unaffected. If s, differs from 
so only in as much as q q(x,t) # q?(x,t) for some x and for fixed t, only the 
constraint at t is affected. More precisely 6Gi(so; s ) is zero except for i = t. 
Hence, for such variations, X*[8G(so; sj)] = X*8G,(so; s1) (in view of equation 
(5.8)). Equation (5.6) then implies 

t 

(5.9) > yr?f { f38c'[AO(x, t)] x- }[ q(x, t) - A(x, t)]4/ o(A(xJ t,r)dx?0 

for all q1 which are integrable. (We shall refer to "sets on which 

ipy?+O( (X I t, T) 
T-O 

is of positive Lebesgue measure" as sets of positive measure. Clearly, variations 
in q on sets of measure zero in this sense are immaterial since they affect neitherf 
nor G.) Since Q q > 0, q?(x,t) > 0 on a set of positive measure, so that c'[q?(-)] 
> 0 on these sets. But then X* > 0, or else there would exist an admissible 
variation which would violate equation (5.9). Also, if q?(x, t) = Q on some set of 
positive measure, it is readily seen that since c'(0) = 0, equation (5.9) would again 
be violated by an admissible variation. Therefore q? > 0, which implies that 
except on sets of measure zero, for each t, 

(5.10) X* = /tc'[40(x,t)]x> O. 

We are now able to prove the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 5: f q dX* = O for all 7EeCO. 

PROOF: Contained in the Appendix. 

Lemma 5 establishes that the second expression on the right-hand side of 
equation (5.8) is equal to zero. Now let s1 = so except that yt' #/ y? for some t. 
Then equation (5.6) reads (in view of Lemma 5) 

{ af ?0aG 
+ tX~ 

for all yP. Therefore, if yo > 0, af/ayt + Zo XJt*aGj/ayt = 0 while if yt = 0, then 
af/ayt + E-tXj*aGjl/ayt ? 0. This implies that 

00 

(5.11) E f{ q3[c(q?)x + W( 1 - q )1 - Xi o}4Y(t)(x j, t) dx + / tk > 0 
j=t 

as y= 0. 

Finally we consider the variation for which s5 = so, except that y11Q(T) =t yi?(T) 
for some i > 1 and some T > 0. Applying Lemma 5, equation (5.6) reads 

(af + 0 a [Gj Q 
(5.12) dYi(+) y=T+i 7 Y [' (T) - -y (t)] ? 0 

(note that a change in yi(T) does not affect G, for t < T + i). Then equation (5.12) 
implies that for all 7y1(T) E [a1,, a2, 

(5.13) { =f{ /3q[c(4)x + W(1 - f)] - 'q0} a (T) (x I t, T)dX 

xyT [ y '(T) -yj? (T) ] 0. 

If y, = 0, this inequality is automatically satisfied-there are no firms of vin- 
tage T. 

LEMMA 6: The Lagrangean L(s, X*) = f(s) + X*[G(s)] is minimized over s at 

(so X*) satisfying equations (5.10), (5.11), and (5.13). The point f(so) is a global 
constrained minimum. 

PROOF: Contained in the Appendix. Lemma 6 ensures that the minimum 
attained at so is indeed the global minimum. 

LEMMA 7: K( Q) is convex in Q, and is differentiable in the elements of Q, with 
aKRaQt = Ct*a 

PROOF: Contained in the Appendix. 
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The social marginal cost is X"*, in present value terms. From equation (5.10) 
this is also the discounted expected marginal cost of each firm. 

We recall that the derived properties of K( Q) hold only for sequences Q 
which are bounded away from zero by some positive E. However, for each such E, 
XA* is bounded uniformly in Q E e.C. Let X be the upper bound on X. The 
following assumption on demand ensures that marginal benefits exceed marginal 
costs at some sufficiently small level of output at each t: we assume that for some 
e > 0 sufficiently small, 

(5.14) D(E, t) > X all t. 

Secondly, in order to ensure that the socially optimal output sequence is 
bounded, we assume that for each t 

(5.15) A D(z,t)dz< A 

for some A sufficiently large and independent of t. 

PROPOSITION 1: There is exactly one bounded sequence { Q1* } which maximizes 
S( Q) in equation (5.5), and it satisfies 

(5.16) /3tD[ Qj*,t] =?*, t= O,1 . . 

PROOF: Equation (5.15) implies that Q1* is bounded. Equation (5.14) ensures 
that Qt* is bounded away from zero. Each decision Qt then belongs to a compact 
set, and S( Q) is strictly concave in Q, because D( Qt, t) is downward sloping. 
Therefore the maximum exists and is unique. Since S( Q) is also differentiable, 
one has a S/aQt = 0 at the optimum, which implies that equation (5.16) holds, 
and the proof is complete. 

Let q*(x, t) and 4,y*(,) (x I t, T) denote the optimal q and 4, for minimizing f 
when Q = Q*. We may now state: 

THEOREM 2 (Existence, Uniqueness, Optimality): There is exactly one equilib- 
rium price sequence - and entry sequence - 

satisfying D. 1. and D.2. in Section 4. 
The price sequence is given by pi = /8 - tX*. The social benefit functional S( Q) is at 
a maximum with Qt* = Q,(f- y), where q*(x, t) = qQ3t/x) and where 14y*(.,) (x I t, T) 

= 44,(I,,T)(x I t, r). 

PROOF: From equation (5.10) it is seen that q*(x, t)= q( /x). Substituting 
this for q* into equation (5.13), this condition becomes identical to equation (5.4) 
when the latter is evaluated at 4'(xAit, ; f). Therefore xy*(t)= x I t, T; pi) as 
asserted. Substituting for q* and 4y*(t) in equation (5.11), this condition is 
identical to Condition D.2. Finally, from Lemma 8, D [ Qt(, y4), t] = p * so that 
Condition D. 1. is satisfied. Therefore, the maximum is necessarily an equilib- 
rium. This establishes existence. For uniqueness and optimality, note that since 
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any candidate equilibrium price and entry sequence, (p,y) satisfies - = 

/3 -t(a K/ a Qt)[ Qt(fp, y-)], Condition (D. 1) requires that f5 = D [ Qt(fp, y), t]. This 
requires that S( Q) be maximized by Qt(y,y). By lemma 7 this maximum is 
unique. Therefore Q(p, y)P= Q*, and fi - tX*, so that the equilibrium (p, y 
is necessarily a maximum. This completes the proof of the theorem. 

6. TWO CHARACTERIZATION THEOREMS 

This section gives some characterization of the behavior of entry and prices in 
equilibrium. Much depends on whether q(pt/x) is convex in x. This is made 
precise in the following theorem. 

THEOREM 3: Assume that D [ Q, x] is nondecreasing in t (demand grows mono- 
tonically). If q(p/x) is a strictly concave function of x [see equation (3.1)], then the 
equilibrium price sequence is constant, with p,* = p for each t, and entry occurs at 
each t (y * > 0) while o?y* < xo, and V(xo, O, t; p) - k = W for each t. 

PROOF: Since (D.2) must hold, profits to entry must be zero at each t. Suppose 
the optimal exit policies of firms are such that no firm exits under any circum- 
stance. Since x* is a martingale, strict concavity of q(*) in x implies (by Jensen's 
inequality) Etq(p/x,*+ 1) < q( p/x*). This implies that 4(t, ; p*) > 4(t + l, Tr; 
p*) for each t > T. This inequality is only reinforced by firms making an exit 
under some contingencies. In other words, if the price is constant atfp, the output 
of the survivors (of any given vintage) would decline with time even if none were 
to exit. It follows that it will decline even more if some do exit. Define At(p) by 
p = D [A(i(p), t]. In other words, At(p) is the amount of output which must be 
forthcoming at t if price is to be kept constant at p. Then since demand is 
nondecreasing in t, the sequence {At(p)} is also nondecreasing in t. Since for 
each t, 4i declines in t, the output of the survivors is declining. Therefore y/* > 0 
for each t because if yt* = 0 for some t, price at t would be strictly greater than in 
the previous period. Finally, since At(pi) is bounded, one has Eo?y* < xo if 
inf tjA(t, T; p*) > 0. For this is sufficient to show that for each , lim1t,,,jI(a21 t, 
T; p*) > 0, that is, the probability of permanent survival is positive for firms of 
each vintage. To prove that this is so, consider the policy: "stay in for one more 
period, then exit no matter what." The expected reward from this policy is 
v (P, x) + /3W. Therefore the firm will not exit if this reward is greater than W, 
or, equivalently, if g T(p,x) > (1 - /3)W. Let x be such that 'r (p,x) = (1 - /3)W, 
so that the firm stays in if x* < x. Of course, x > a1, otherwise the net value of 
entry at all t would be negative. For each firm of age n (see Section 3), 
Xt = E(x I 7nj n). Let in be such that x = E(x In, n). Since x > a1 ,'Xrn is bounded 
from below. Therefore exit does not occur so long as -n < A,. But the probability 
that a normal posterior mean does not ever reach a boundary that is bounded is 
strictly positive (Chernoff [3]). Therefore lim,, 'I(a21 t, T; p*) > 0 for all T, and 
Eowy* < oo. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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The concavity of q(*) in x is (under conditions of increasing demand) 
sufficient to imply a constant-price equilibrium. But it is not necessary. The 
concavity of q in x was, in the proof of Theorem 3, used only to prove that 
0(t + 1, T; p*) < 0(t, T; p*). If q is convex in x, this means that the collective 
output of the surviving firms is larger at t + 1 than it was at t. But the subtraction 
from the total output due to firms' exit might still be larger than this increase, 
resulting, on net, in a decrease in 4. 

It seems possible that after withdrawals have occurred, the surviving firms will 
increase their output by more than the increase in the quantity demanded (at 
an unchanged price), thereby making it necessary for price to fall over time. In 
view of Theorem 3, convexity of q in x is a necessary condition for such an 
equilibrium to occur. 

THEOREM 4: K( Q) is homogeneous to degree one: for any a > 0, aK( Q) 
- K(aQ). An equiproportional shift to the right of demand (for all t) brings about 
an increase in Q, in the same proportion for all t. Equilibrium prices remain 
unchanged. 

PROOF: If (y,q , 0) minimizes f when the constraint is Qo, then (ay, q, I) 
minimizes it when the constraint is aQo: Since f is linear homogeneous in y, this 
proves aK( Q) = K(aQ) for all Q. Now introduce the demand-shift-parameter t, 
such that D [ Qt, t, u] = D [ ,Qt, t]. Equilibrium requires that 83tD [ ,Q,(t), t] 
= aK[ Q( ,A)]/aQt, where { Qt( p7)} is the equilibrium quantity sequence indexed 
by ,u. We need to show that Q(u) = Q(l)/,u. By homogeneity of K, aaK(Q) 
/aQt = aaK(aQ)/aQ, for all a > 0 and Q, so that aK( Q)/aQt = aK(aQ)/aQ,. 
Letting Q = Q(1) and a = 1/,u, the result follows. 

Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey 

Manuscript received January 1981; revision received May, 1981. 

APPENDIX 

PROOF OF THEOREM 1: Part (i): The proof of this part consists of an application of Theorem 5 of 
[2]. Let T denote the operator which defines V as the fixed point of the equation (3.2) V = TV. First 
it needs to be shown that T transforms continuous, bounded functions into other continuous, 
bounded functions. Boundedness follows if rT(pt, x*) is bounded-the latter is true because (a) p, is 
bounded, (b) x > a I > 0, and (c) limq Dc'(q) = oo, so that the necessary condition p, - c'(q,)x* is 
always satisfied at a bounded output level. To prove that T preserves continuity, note firstly that r(.) 
is continuous in x*, as is P. Therefore T preserves boundedness and continuity. 

Secondly, T is a monotone (increasing) operator. That is, for two functions f1 and f2, if f1 > f2 
everywhere, then Tfi > Tf2 everywhere. 

Finally, for any function f and any constant c > 0, T(f + c) < Tf + fic. 
Therefore T is a contraction operator with modulus ,B < 1, and the Banach fixed-point theorem 

may be applied to yield assertion (i) of the theorem. 
Part (ii): The proof is in two steps. We first prove that V is nonincreasing in x and then use this to 

prove that it is strictly decreasing. 
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Let T denote the operator in equation (3.2) so that V is the unique solution to the equation 
V = TV. Since T is a contraction operator, we have V = lim,,"' Tlg for any bounded, continuous 
function g [where Tng -T(T'- 1g)]. Any monotonicity properties of each member of the sequence 
Tng are preserved (weakly) by the limit function V. We shall now show that if g is decreasing in x, so 
is Tg. If g(z) is decreasing in z, then so is the function max[ W, g(z)]. Then, since P(z I x, n) is 
increasing in x, f max[ W, g(z)]P (dz I x, n) is decreasing in x. By induction, these properties carry 
over to the limit function V which is therefore nonincreasing in x. But then f max[ W, V(z, n + 1, 
t + 1; p)]P (dz I x, n) is nonincreasing in x. But fr is strictly decreasing in x and therefore so is V. 

PROOF OF LEMMA 1: One has 

*y(X I t, T) = fa2H [min(x, y,T) I Z, t - T1--]y (dz I t - 1, t) 

where H(z' I z, n) is the (one-step) transition probability that x, < z' given the pair of sufficient 
statistics x,_ = z and n = t- I - . But H is aAcontinuous transform of the normal CDF, and is 
differentiable in z' for z' E (aX, a2). Therefore if I is continuous at t, then it is also differentiable at 

+ 1. Thus if ' is differentiable when t = T + 1, it is differentiable for all t > T. But L(x I T + 1, ) 
=H[min(x,y Ix0,0] if x0 < y while if x0o> yo, I(x IT + l, T) = 0, so that ' is differentiable 

when t-= + 1. Furthermore since H is continuously differentiable, so is I, except at the point x = 

Y-T' (where the derivative is in general discontinuous as it becomes zero for x > Y,-T) So 
that the density 4, exists and is piecewise continuous. Turning to differentiability of 4, in 
note that 4.y(x I t, T) does not depend on y, if j > t- . For any j < t- T, H[ does not depend on 

y,, and therefore if 4 is differentiable at t, it is differentiable at t + 1. Since this is true for any 
t, it is sufficient to show that 4 is differentiable at t = T +j, where 

'Y(X I T +j, T) -a2H[min(x, yj) I z, j + T -l4y(z I Tr +j - l, T) dz 

AA 

and where 4iy(z I T + j- 1, T) does not depend on yj. Then the cross-derivative a2"/ax dyJ exists, and 
this completes the proof of the lemma. 

PROOF OF LEMMA 2: Let Q( Q) = {s: G(s, Q) < 01 c 2. We need to show thatf is continuous on 
Q( Q) and that Q( Q) is compact [1, p. 69]. In the product topology, sequences {s,}O? (s, E Q) converge 
to s0 weakly [5, p. 321. That is, sI -* s0 if and only if y' -*y, each t, q (x, t)- q (x, t) for each t except 
on a set of Lebesgue measure zero, and Y,(T)r-* YJ(T) each j. Suppose then that If(s1) - f(s0)I -o 8 > 0 
as sI -* so, so that f is not continuous at s0. Write f(s) as E, = 'B8f, (s). Since f, (s) is bounded on Q, 
one may choose T(8) < oo such that tT(,T)fi'If, (s 1) -f,(so)I < (8/2) VsI E U. Then 

T() - I 

If(s) -f(so)l < E 
If)(s1 

) -ft(so)J+ 8 t =O 

<[T(8)- lI max Ift(s) -f(so)l + 

A 

But for any t < 00, 4y(,)(x I t, T) depends only upon yQ(T) for j = 1, * . t -T and is continuous in yj, 
so that for each t > X, and each x, 4yt(T) * WO(T) as sI - so so that Ift(si) - ft(so)l -*0 as s oI so. But 
then lf(sl) - f(so)l -> (8/2) < 8, a contradiction. Therefore f is continuous on Q. 

Compactness of Q( Q) is assured if Q( Q) is closed, because a closed subset of a compact space is 
compact [1, p. 68]. Q( Q) is closed if its complement is open. Consider then a point s0 E= Q such that 
G,(so, Q,) > 0 for each t. One must show that there exists an open neighborhood of so, N(so), such 
that G(s, Q) > 0 for all s E N(so). Let G,(s, Q,) = -EOyz (q, y) + Q,. Then let G(so, Q) > 0. For 
any s E Q, since y, and z, are bounded, 

t I 

Gt,(s, Qt )Gt(so, Q, ) y=-2 Y(zi- ) - (yi-Y y)? 0 
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Since Elyi < oo, and yi > , one has 2?T?y,-*0 as T- oo. Then one may choose T= T(8) 
sufficiently large such that 2'7(^)yjIzj - z,? + 2 ,- yAjz < (8/2) for all t > T(3). Then for any 
t > T(S), 

T(8 )-1I 

jGt(s, Qt) - Gt(so, Qt)f < _ (yilz, -z0 + Yi -Yi?jz19) + - 

<?[T(8)-](cloi max()_ 1 

+ C2 max 2y 
O< i < T(S)- I 2 

where the second inequality follows as both y, and z, are bounded. But for any t < 00, Iz, - z,? -0? 
and Iy, -y,?1-0 as s -so. Since this is true for any 8 > 0, one has, for any t, that G,(s, Q,) - 
G,(so, Q,) as s-*so. This is true for each t; therefore G(s, Q) converges to G(so, Q), so that G is a 
continuous mapping. Therefore the set {s: G(s, Q) > O} is open. But s0 is a member of this set (since 
by assumption G(so, Q) > 0). Therefore Q( Q) is closed and the proof of Lemma 2 is complete. 

PROOF OF LEMMA 3: The s1 = (y', yq, q0) and s0 = (y?, y?, 40). That is s1 differs from s0 only in the 
entry sequence y. Then, 

SG,(so; s51) = ( )q (x, t)iyo(,)(X I t, T) dx. 

Since G,(so) < 0, one need only show that SG, < 0 (each t) for some s, E Q2. Since Q, > 0, one has 

,yTOfqotpyodx > 0 for each t. But then one may sety!-yT = ayT (a >0) in which case -G,(s0;s ) 
< 0 for each t. Since Z' y? is finite, so is (1 + a)57? yTO so that s1 E Q and Lemma 3 has been 

proved. 

PROOF OF LEMMA 5: Suppose 37 E - such that If q dX*I = E, > 0. Then for any E2 no matter how 
small, If E2, dX*I = E2E1 > 0. Let T > 0 be given, and let 

,tT = t not if t >T and if= t > < T. 
0 if 0< t <T, i0<t<T 

By linearity, f?E,- dX* = E2f('^-l+ -q) dA* = E2f T dX*, where the second equality is due to the purely 
finitely additive property of X*. Next we show that 3s, S2E such that SG(s0; sl)= E2qT and 
SG(so; s2) = - E2 T. For the first equality one may choose s, the same as s0 except that q1 q q0(1 + 

E2'q,T/Q,) for each x, t. This is a feasible variation, since 3? > 0 such that Q, > EVt so that one may 
set ?2 sufficiently small such that (277/E E 1 (where i7 is such thatq, < i Vq E ) Similarly, to obtain 
the second equality one sets q= q?(1- E2qT/Q). For each -, jqTjj -0 unless l = 0. But if 
lim,t- = 0, then the lemma is true [9, p. 872]. Suppose then that - -* ?3 > 0. (The limit must 
exist because II -Tll is nonincreasing in T and positive.) Clearly, limT-6f(so; s+ 2) =T) =0, and 
limT,OoE'76X*SG, (so;so + E277) = 0, while for T no matter how large, IfE2qTd *l = ?2E1 = 

If - E2q TdX*I > 0. By linearity, therefore, there is a feasible variation for which af + X*(SG) < 0, a 
contradiction to equation (5.6). This completes the proof of the lemma. 

PROOF OF LEMMA 6: If the Lagrangean is minimized at s0, then the global minimum property 
follows from [12, p. 220, Theorem 1], and from the fact that G(s0) = 0. It then remains to be shown 
that L(s, X*) 2 L(so, X*) for s E 12. Since c(.) is convex, one has c(q) ? c(q?) + c'(q?)(q- q) 
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= c(q?) + x - 'fl -'Xt*(q - q). Therefore, for s E Q, 

f(s) + X*[G(s)] 

?0 oo~~~~~~~~~A 
P t I [c(q?o)x + -'Xl* (q-q) (I - )W] - X* 

A 

t O 

t _ 
x E 4/y(,)yTdx+ /3'kyt+A,Q,t 

=q? - 'A,tt*q? + 0 - ) yTdx+ ,B'kyt + A*Qt 
Pt r oo W PeT 

= YT P f I2J[c ( q )X x tx* 
AO 

+0 ( 1 3) W I ( T) dx} + 8 TkYT + AT: QT- 

However, c(q?)x --'A*-?X7 qr(f /', x). Therefore, in view of equation (5.3), the expression in 
curly brackets is minimized by -y({ t3 'X*} , T-) (see the first line following equation (5.3)). But the 
necessary conditions for this to occur, in equation (5.4) are identical to those of equation (5.13) (when 
one sets p,t ,B -'Xt* in equation (5.4)). Therefore, the expression in curly brackets is minimized for 
each T, by /yo(T)). Therefore, 

00 00 

f(s) + X*[ G(s)] > E yTrT+ x AQT, 
0 0 

where 
00A 

rT q=+ /f r[c(0)x -/3 'A,*q? + (1-P )WI4IYO(T) dx+ /3'k. 

Therefore, 

f(s) + X*[G(s)I > E y,r,+ , (yt -yo)r,+ EXt*Q, 

=f(so) + X*[G(so)] + , (y, -yt)r,. 

But equality implies that r,(y, - y) > 0 Vt, implying that f(s) + X*[G(s)] > f(so) + X*[G(so)], for 
s E U. The lemma has been proved. 

PROOF OF LEMMA 7: Let s0 be optimal when Q = Q,, and let sI be optimal when Q = Q,. 
f(so) + X*[G(so, Qo)] < f(s,) + X*[G(s,, Qo)] (using Lemma 6). Therefore f(s,) -f(so) 2 
X*[G(so, Qo) - G(s,, Qo)]. But G(s0, Qo) = 0. Also, G(s,, Q,) = 0. Therefore G(s,, Qo) = - Q, + 
Q0. Therefore K( Q,) - K( Qo) = f(x1) - f(xo) > X*[ QI - Qol. Next let Q,, Q2 be given and let 

Q, pQI + (1 - P)Q2. Then 

K( Q,) - K( QP) > X*[ Q, - QPI, and K( Q2) - K( QP) 2 A*[ Q2 -Qp] 

Multiplying these expressions by p and by I - p respectively, and adding them together, one obtains 

pK( Q,) + ( -p)K( Q2)- K( QP) > X*[p( Ql - Qp) + ( -P)( Q2- Qp)] 

= X*[pQ1 + 01-p)Q2- Qp = O 

so that K is convex in Q. Turning to differentiability, let Q, = Qo except that Qtl = (1 + E)Q, where 
E > 0. Let sI be optimal when Q = Q I. Then f(s1) < f(il), where i1 = s0 except that 4q(x, t) = (1 + E) 
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q?(x, t). Then ij meets all the constraints, and 

(A. 1) f(S X )-f(So) < f(1) i f(so) 

/3 Y 
yf { C'[q (x, t)IxE'O(X, t) } 4yo(,)(X t, ) dx + o(f) 

T=O 

- Q,,E + o(f) 

where the last equality follows from equation (5.10) and the definition of G6(so, Q). But K( Q ) - 
K( Qo) 2 X*[ Q -Qo] = X*-EQt X . Together with equation (A.1) this implies Qt *,E + o(E) > K( Ql) - 

K( QO) = X*EQto. Dividing by E and taking the limit as E-*0 establishes that the right-derivative 
aK/aQt exists and is equal to A*. A parallel argument taking E < 0 establishes the same property for 
the left-derivative. The proof is complete. 
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